ID06 card LMA for asylum seekers
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ID06 card LMA can be ordered for asylum seekers with LMA cards
who are employed or gain internship at company

A company or organisation, e.g. government or municipal agency, that wishes to order an ID06 card
LMA for an individual with an LMA card that is going to perform practice at the company should do it
in its own company name and organization number through its own ID06 account. Please note that
the old ID06 card 1.0 for the asylum seekers with LMA card does not apply after January 21, 2020.
When ordering an ID06 card LMA
•

When ordering ID06 card LMA to ID06 card supplier, the applicant company must digitally
attach:
1. When hiring: * Photo on the LMA card and a copy of the employment contract and a copy
of passport certified by an official of the Migration agency. It must also be stated on the
LMA card at point 7 "AT-UND", which confirms that the asylum seeker has the right to work
during the asylum period.
2. At an internship: * Photo on the LMA card and a copy of the internship agreement
established between the municipality or employment agency and the company. AT-UND
does not need to be indicated on the LMA card at the internship.
• The asylum seeker may then go to one of the ID06 partners SISTEC's dispatch offices to check
and ensure the authenticity of the LMA card.
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The individual’s identification number is the unique LMA card number, see example below which has
the card number 50-008920/4. The number, marked in red in picture 1, is a unique identifier for the
individual. Observe that the last digit, 4, is only a numbering of the physical LMA card that the applicant
has received and can vary when a new LMA card has been issued for the individual. The LMA number
50-008920, as in the picture, is unique for the individual.
The validity of the ID06 card shall be equal to
the validity period in the employment or
practice agreement, alternatively to the
validity of the LMA card. The document which
has the shortest validity shall be applied when
determining the validity of the ID06 card.

Picture 1: Example of a LMA card
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